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Abstract

	This is the third in a series of papers on phenomenon-based classification, as opposed to traditional disciplinary-based classification. Phenomena can have facets just as disciplines have. Facets can belong to a set of fundamental categories, like the classical ones that are briefly reviewed. A revised set of ten fundamental categories is proposed, including Kind, Form, Part, Property, Change, Disorder, Agent, Location, Position, and Perspective. These can be attributes of a phenomenon understood as a system, as in general systems theory. Subcategories may be formed by combinations of categories. A class of phenomena can have both common facets, expressing a general meaning common across the whole scheme, and special facets, expressing a meaning specific of the class. Common facets allow to relate any class with any other, thus implementing a freely-faceted classification in Derek Austin’s sense. 


1. Introduction

	This chapter discusses the application of facet analysis to phenomenon-based classification. This is also part of a broader study on phenomenon-based classification. In the previous parts of the study (Gnoli 2016; Gnoli submitted), phenomenon-based classification (or taxonomy) has been introduced as a fundamental alternative to the traditional discipline-based classifications that have mostly been used in 20th-century libraries.
 	In knowledge organization, phenomena dealt with in knowledge form its dimension β, or the ontological dimension. One and the same phenomenon can be considered and discussed under different perspectives. Perspectives, including disciplines, domains of discourse, cultural contexts, theories and methods, are dimension γ, or the epistemological dimension. In turn, a perspective can be associated with different documents (dimension δ), collections (ε), information needs (ζ), and  people using knowledge (η).
	An ideal knowledge organization system (KOS) should allow to reflect all these dimensions and the relationships between them. In this study, the experimental Integrative Levels Classification (ILC) is being used to provide examples of solutions that can be adopted in a phenomenon-based classification.


2. Facets of phenomena vs. facets of disciplines

	As it has been discussed in Part 2, a phenomenon-based classification primarily lists phenomena rather than disciplines. Classes of phenomena can be grouped and sorted according to the series of levels of reality, running from forms through matter, life, mind and civil society to cultural heritage. Every level can be divided into types, and types in turn can be sorted into arrays of increasing "logical depth" (that is, of increasing organization, evolution, etc.).
 	Classification theory has developed the notion of facet in the context of disciplinary classifications. Facet analysis has been applied to either specific domains (Vickery 1960; 1966) or general classifications that are primarily divided into disciplines, as it is the case with the Colon Classification (Ranganathan 1961) and the Bliss Classification, 2nd edition (Mills and Broughton 1977). Therefore, facets in these KOSs are facets of disciplines.
	For example, the discipline of chemistry can include as its facets products, reagents, catalysts, laboratory conditions, methods, staff of chemists, etc. While some of them also correspond to classes of phenomena typically studied in chemistry, others clearly are facets of the discipline itself and of its subdivisions (such as analytical chemistry, physical chemistry or industrial chemistry), that could not be applied to the phenomena studied: indeed, an amino-acid as such has no laboratory condition, method or staff. So we are confronting the problem of what facets of phenomena, as opposed to facets of  disciplines, can mean, and how can they be labelled and represented. 
	Basically, a facet of a phenomenon can be understood as an attribute of it, that specifies some particular property or relationship it has (Gnoli 2006; Gnoli 2008). For example, facets of amino-acids can include their molecular weight or their reactivity with other substances. Instead, relations of amino-acids with such perspective concepts as laboratory conditions or methods should be represented by links other than the specific facets of amino-acids. More precisely, they can be represented as relationships between dimensions, of the kind β0γ (Gnoli 2016, section 5).


3. Phenomena as systems

	One theory that has proved useful in modelling classes of phenomena is the general systems theory, introduced by Boulding (1956), Bertalanffy (1968) and others. We consider this theory here because facets can be effectively described in terms of systems. Foskett (1974; 1980), a pioneer author in phenomenon-based classification, has already suggested that this theory may be relevant for classification, and Austin has applied it explicitly in facet-like "roles" of his PRECIS subject indexing system (Austin 1984).
 	In general systems theory, a phenomenon can be considered as a system made of several components, or parts, that interact with each other to form an integrated whole. For example, an amino-acid can be seen as a system formed of several radicals connected by various kinds of chemical bonds; a bicycle can be seen as a system of wheels, pedals, handlebars and saddle connected by various mechanisms.
 	Argentinian philosopher Mario Bunge has formalized this notion by claiming that any system is a set of some composition C, some structure S  and some environment E (Bunge 1979). The elements that provide the system composition are connected to form a particular structure, all this within a given environment consisting of the local conditions (say pressure, temperature, acidity) and the neighbouring phenomena (say other molecules).
	Elements in the composition can be either similar or different between each other. Also, their interconnections can be more or less strict: the whole system can be "simple", if it can be decomposed into its elements without any loss of information; "partial", if it has some emergent autonomy from its elements but needs other systems to do what it does (e.g. a human organ is itself a system, but needs other organs in order to work properly); or "integral" if, besides having autonomy from its elements, it can work largely alone, like a whole organism does (Poli 2011).
	A frequent trend in the evolution of phenomena is specialization, where some elements  differentiate themselves more and more to perform a special function, and at the same time become more and more dependent on other system components for their subsistence (Bertalanffy 1967); in other words, the system as a whole evolves from simple to integral. This can be observed in systems as different as cells, companies or metropolitan areas.
	Modelling phenomena as systems, therefore, means to identify certain components, structures and environments that are typical attributes of a given class of phenomena, hence can be treated as their facets in a KOS.


4. Fundamental categories, old and new

	As systems have a composition, a structure and an environment, their facets can belong to these three major categories. Further refinements are also possible for each of them.
	Philosophers have identified lists of fundamental categories since the time of Aristotle: he listed ten of them (Substance, Quantity, Quality, Relation, Place, Time, Situation, State, Action, Passion) that have been having a lasting influence on Western culture for millennia. Indeed, Dahlberg (2014, 42) still refers to Aristotle for the ten categories of her Systematifier that are applied in the Information Coding Classification.
	Categories have been used by many authors, often unaware of each other, to build systems of relationships between concepts for KO purposes. Grolier (1962) reviewed a variety of proposals in mid-20th century. An important review has been produced by Perreault (1965), who has classified relationships proposed by many different authors into Subsumptive (Type, Part, Property and their kinds), Determinative (Active, Limitative, Interactive, Passive and their kinds), and Ordinal (Conditional, Comparative, Positional and their kinds). These he listed in view of  application to connect classes of the Universal Decimal Classification, although this use has not spread thereafter. Veltman (2004) also reviews categories identified by Aristotle, Perreault and others to propose a richer representation of relationships in the Semantic Web.
 	On their side, authors of faceted classifications have identified sets of fundamental categories for their systems. Early ideas on synthesis were introduced by Julius Otto Kaiser, who in his Systematic Indexing distinguished among terms belonging to the categories of Concretes, Countries and Processes (Dousa 2011). The prototype set of categories for a fully faceted classification is S.R. Ranganathan's one, famously abbreviated as PMEST that is: Personality, Matter, Energy, Space and Time. Despite the simplicity of this list, its actual application to the Colon Classification involves various interpretations (e.g. Matter can also mean "Property") and combinations of them into "rounds" and "levels" (e.g. an agent is often represented as a second-round Personality cited after Energy).
 	Ranganathan's pupil Ganesh Bhattacharyya (1975) has reduced PMEST to DEPA: Discipline, Entity, Property, Action (each with possible Modifiers) for his POPSI indexing system. This set of categories is now being applied to the development of faceted ontologies by Indian and Italian researchers, who further revised it to give DERA: Domain, Entity, Relation, Attribute (Giunchiglia et al. 2009; 2013).
	In these models, the D for “discipline” or “domain” integrates in the category list itself the assumption that facets are only applied in the context of some disciplinary perspective. Although Ranganathan did not prefix his PMEST with such D, his approach was not substantially different: indeed, Colon Classification can be described as a collection of special classifications, each representing one discipline with its own facets (Gatto 2006). On the other hand, the approach based on phenomena rejects this assumption, in claiming that it is also possible to identify general categories and facets of phenomena independently from any specific domain.
 	Vickery (1975, 21) has expanded Ranganathan's list to a dozen categories to be applied to the special faceted classifications developed by members of the Classification Research Group (CRG): Thing, Part, System, Attribute (Quality or property, Process), Patient, Relation and interaction, Operation, Agent, Place and condition, Time. The meanings of Vickery's categories look immediately clear as compared to Ranganathan's abstract labels such as "personality" or "energy"; still they are not explicitly grounded on any ontological theory. Within the CRG tradition, Broughton and Slavic (2007) have enriched the list with a final Theory category, which is very interesting as it can be seen as a joint to connect the facets of phenomena with the perspective dimension, to which theories belong, as proposed in Part 1 of this study: in this sense, Theory should be seen not just as another regular category, but as a device for combination with different dimensions. Indeed, category 0 "Perspective" in ILC has a similar function and is cited in the same final place.
 	Basically, this kind of fundamental categories can be applied to phenomena as well. Indeed, if a phenomenon is seen as a system, its description can be decomposed into an entity and its attributes. Like in other verbal systems, in PRECIS most terms directly refer to phenomena independently from any disciplinary context. PRECIS allows to create subject headings by combining terms according to a set of "role operators", consisting in a list of categories based on systems theory: Key System, Action, Agent, Part or Property, Quasi-generic group, etc. (plus dimensional operators Viewpoint, Sample or Case, Form of document). For example, "digestion of maternal milk by newborn" can be decomposed and reordered into newborn [System], digestion [Action], maternal milk [Agent]. While classifications have usually been disciplinary, a PRECIS-like system can well be transposed into the structure of a phenomenon-based classification. Actually this was exactly the kind of classification Austin (1969) foresaw before being involved into the development of PRECIS.
	The ILC research project, inspired by Foskett's and Austin's research, has tried to identify a set of fundamental categories that can be conveniently applied to phenomenon classes. To be really fundamental, the names of categories should not refer to any particular level of phenomena, but only to a very general meaning: for example, while one category is often described as that of "Material", this only makes sense for phenomena involving matter such as molecules or artifacts, but not for such phenomena as geometrical shapes or songs; therefore the corresponding category has been labelled by the more general term of Element. For the same reason, the terms Change or Transformation, that can be applied even to mathematical entities, are preferred to "Process"; and  Space and Time, being important but not absolute entities in contemporary physics, have been subsumed under the more general concepts of Location (within some context) and Position (in some sequential series).
	In ILC, facets are introduced by digits expressing their category, while basic classes and foci (see below) are expressed by letters. As in ASCII default order digits file before letters, all facets of a class will automatically file before their subdivisions, which is in agreement with the theory of faceted classification that states that a facet is more generic than a subclass. 
	In the first edition of the scheme, the following set was adopted (Gnoli 2008):

 	9 Kind
	8 Form, Pattern
	7 Destination
	6 Origin
	5 Organ
	4 Element
	3 Change 
	2 Location
	1 Time, Position
	0 Perspective

	Here categories are listed in reversed notational order, that is the standard citation order within a single compound subject, according to the theory of facet analysis (principle of inversion). While successfully applied to all main classes of the scheme, this series of categories has some unusual features, such as giving a low priority to changes as compared to e.g. origin and destination; also, the popular category of Agent is not represented as a fundamental one but only as a subcategory (36 "origin of change").
	Systems theory suggests some revision of this set, which is being implemented in the second, developing edition of the KOS. By analyzing every class of phenomena as systems, their categories can be grouped into those concerning the system composition (9 to 7), followed by those concerning its structure (6 to 4) and those concerning its environment (3 to 1), plus the dimensional category 0. Thus, in ILC2 fundamental categories are as follows:

 	9 Kind
	8 Form
	7 Part
	6 Property
	5 Change
	4 Disorder
	3 Agent 
	2 Location
	1 Time, Position
	0 Perspective

	As it can be seen, Change has been promoted to 5, Agent has been re-introduced as an autonomous category, Element and Organ have been subsumed under the general category of Part (it is still possible to distinguish them as its subcategories) and promoted to 7. This gives a citation order more similar to the classical CRG one which has a good record of effective applications.
	On the other hand, some categories still are original and deserve special discussion. Form, including the meanings of Pattern and of Measure covering the base units of the International System of Quantities, enables to express the general shape of a phenomenon, its formal cause in Aristotle's terms. A subcategory of it (89) allows to express the fact that the form of a phenomenon is moulded on another, like with organisms being adapted to a particular environment, artifacts being designed to be functional to a particular use, or document contents having some phenomenon as their subject. While modern analyses have often neglected formal causes, the recent revitalization of philosophical ontology is making them relevant again. They may be especially useful to explain the relationships between major levels of reality, such as adaptation to the environment in organisms, representation of material phenomena in minds, or representation of any concept in languages and documents (see Part 2, section 8 of this study).
	A category of Disorder has also been introduced to manage all concepts concerning perturbations, problems or faults in phenomena, like pests and diseases affecting organisms, or failures in artifacts. Indeed, describing phenomena as systems should not convey the idea that they are perfectly working, isolated entities; as emphasized more and more in conteporary science, the world is complex, and in complex systems factors of order and factors of disorder coexist (Morin 1977).



5. Subcategories

	As anticipated in the "origin of change" example above, fundamental categories can be applied recursively to give more specific meanings, though still not associated to any particular class of phenomena. Such notational recursion reminds of Dahlberg's Information Coding Classification, although in that case it is applied to subdivide the main classes of fields of knowledge rather than their facets.
	Subcategories allow to subsume some categories that are quite classical in facet analysis under more general ones: Operations can be expressed as 53 "agent of change", and Function/Destination, which were a prominent category in ILC1, is now expressed as 38 "form of agent", that is as a final cause (teleonomy) in Aristotelian terms. Material is subsumed under Part as 73 "agent of part", that is the substance making the existence of parts possible.
	While defining the meaning of subcategories, it is important to pay attention to syntactical order: "origin of change" has not the same meaning as "change of origin", hence their representation in notation should be consistent.
	Subcategories developed in ILC2 are as follows:

	9 of kind, type, differentia, specification
	99	special facet 9
	98	special facet 8
	97	special facet 7
	96	special facet 6
	95	special facet 5
	94	special facet 4
	93	special facet 3
	92	special facet 2
	91	special facet 1
	90	facet of 1 degree up
	900		facet of 2 degrees up

	8 in, like form, pattern, measure [morphology]
	89 	modeled on, representing, as for, about referent, topic, meaning, content, subject
	88	similar to alike phenomenon
	87	amounting to quantity, amount, intensity
	86	agreeing with, conforming to regulation, norm, requirement, obligation, restraint
	868		simulating model
	864		violating, disobeying regulation, norm, requirement, obligation
	85	at temperature (cold, hot)
	84	with electric current (negative, not charged, positive)
	83	of mass (light, heavy)
	837		density
	82	of size, volume, magnitude (e.g. small, big)
	827		of area
	826		of meters length
	825		growth rate
	81	lasting duration, span measure
	80	extent, degree, intension (e.g. not, quasi, very)
	808		intermediate between

	7 with part, subsystem, component, organ, structure
	79 	complexity, degree of organization, internal structure
	78 	for role
	77 	with piece
	76 	consistency (discrete, continuous)
	75 	structure change (getting simple, complex)
	74 	lacking missing part
	73	made of material, substance, material cause
	72	with sector, portion
	71	with temporal section, time range, span, interval, age class
	70	fraction, proportion

	6  featuring, having property, quality, attribute, adjective
	6bc 	flat
	6bd 	tree-dimensional, solid
	6bp	process
	6g	material
	6gg		gaseous
	6gl		liquid
	6gs		solid
	6m	living
	6p	conscious
	6s	social
	6t	official
	6u	economical
	6v	technological
	6w	artificial
	6x	artistic
	6y	cultural
	6z	religious, sacred, holy
	69 	related to, differentiating, specifying general phenomenon
	68 	model for reproduction
	67 	belonging to, part of whole
	66 	qualifying phenomenon
	65  	transforming changed phenomenon
	64 	against, avoiding, preventing risk
	643 		fighting enemy
	63 	 producing, explaining effect
	633 		creating product
	62 	 place of, venue of situated phenomenon
	61 	 moment of historical phenomenon
	60 	 aspect of related phenomenon

	5  through, by change, transformation, process
	59  	through way
	58 	according to path, procedure, checklist, schedule, chart
	57 	at stage, step, phase
	56 	with behaviour, course, proceeding
	55 	dynamics (static, stochastic)
	54 	overcoming hindrance, obstruction, obstacle, handicap, snag, hitch, holdback
	53 	undergoing operation, external action
	52 	within context, milieu, site, seat, venue
	51 	developed through, by history, evolution 
	50 	variability, stability, regularity, continuity

	4  suffering from, affected by disorder, perturbation, problem, fault, malfunction
	49 	problem kind
	48  	constrained by, forced, coerced by restriction, rule
	47 	worsened by particular problem
	46 	limited by limitation
	45 	undergoing alteration course, deterioration
	44 	ending with destruction, suppression, elimination, death
	43  	altered by, damaged by, weakened by inhibitor, impactant, antagonist, anti-agent
	42 	facing pitfall, trap
	41  	passing through crisis
	413  		tainted by taint, inherited limitation
	40 	threatened by uncertainty, doubt, unknown

	3  by, due to agent, cause, external factor, less affected phenomenon
	39  	by mean, mediator, catalyzer, instrument, tool, equipment
	38 	for, towards function, goal, purpose, destination, potential, final cause [teleonomy]	388 		tending towards, regulating to equilibrium, homeostasis, health
	383 		to beneficiary, patient, assistee, addressee
	382 		towards term, aimed point, situation, promised land
	37 	influenced by factor
	36 	exposed to, subjected to problem aspect, side, facet
	35 	interacting with, communicating with, reciprocally influencing interagent
	34 	conflicting with, against contrary element
	33 	made by, determinated, produced, created by author, producer, efficient cause
	337 		made with collaborator
	32 	originating from, native to, of homeland, motherland
	329 		coming from, originating in country of origin
	31 	evolved from previous stage, origin, background, provenance [phylogenetics]
	30  	for, because of rationale, logical reason, justification

	2  in, within location, condition 
	29 	in country
	28 	at degrees latitude
	289 		at longitude
	288 		at altitude
	27 	sector, cardinal point
	26 	in, within environment, niche, context, set, system
	25 	in climate
	24 	away from, outside far place, elsewhere
	23 	from provenance, origin
	237 		from cardinal direction
	234 		towards destination
	22 	near zone, area
	21 	in position, rank, spatial sequence
	219 		in front of, before place behind
	218 		on the left of place on the right
	216 		above, upon lower place
	20  	centrality (peripheral, central)

	1 at sequential position, time
	19 	of technological age, culture
	18 	in month-day
	188 		at time
	186 		at day time, period
	17 	in season, time kind
	16 	on week day
	15	period, rhythm, temporal aspect (continuously, repeatedly, concluded)
	14 	not at, a long time from other time
	13 	beginning at, originated at start time
	134 		until, ending at end time
	12 	in moment, temporal context
	11 	before subsequent phenomenon
	118 		during, at the same time of contemporary phenomenon
	114 		after preceding phenomenon

	0  as for, relating to perspective, aspect, bias, viewpoint, dimension γ
	09 	conveying communicative function, mood
	08 	illustrated by story, modality
	07 	studied in discipline, field
	06 	according to theory
	05 	applied to activity field, sphere, domain
	04 	subjected to difficulty, aporia, critics
	03 	as studied by method
	02 	as known in locus
	01 	as known in epoch
	00 	as attested, witnessed in document, carrier, medium, specimen, dimension δ
	000 		within collection, dimension ε

	As it can be seen, some subcategories are used for particular syntactical functions. Subcategories of 9 introduce facets that are specific of each class of phenomena (in ILC1, these were represented under each class without being introduced by 9, while the general common facets were distinguished by being introduced by V). So for example m "organisms" can have both common facets m9 to m0, with general meanings as in the list above, and special facets m99 to m91 with meanings peculiar of organisms:

	m9  sex, gender
	m98 	with adaptation, trait, character
	m97 	with organ, viscus, body system [anatomy]
	m96 	performing function
	m95 	with physiological process [physiology]
	m94 	affected by disease, pest [pathology]
	m93 	descendant of ancestor [genealogy]
	m92 	distributed in range [biogeography]
	m925 		living in habitat
	m91 	growth stage, developmental stage [ontogeny, embryology]

	One major feature in our phenomenon-based approach is that common facets are the default way to combine concepts. This means that any two phenomena may be creatively combined through any category indicator, without being constrained by the instructions specific of a particular class (which are so common in the disciplinary-based Dewey Decimal Classification). In other words, categories work more as link operators than as classical facets, just like they do in PRECIS or in other verbal systems allowing to combine terms. Indeed, Austin (1976) described his planned scheme as a freely-faceted classification.
	In a freely-faceted classification, it can be expected that the free combination of phenomena by general categories 0 to 9 be more common, or anyway more basic, than the specification of attributes of particular classes by the common facets 91 to 99. This does not happen in classical, "bound" faceted classifications such as Colon or Bliss 2, where facets are usually defined only within disciplinary classes. Combination of different main classes is possible in Colon by phase relationships, to express e.g. "statistics applied to demography", or by the "subject device" enabling to specify a class by another class in round brackets. On the other hand, in a freely-faceted classification common facets and phase relationships can be said to be the same thing.
 	There is still another possibility to combine concepts in a KOS, that is, simply listing them without specify any particular relationship between them. Gardin (1965) called this free classification. This is also the common practice with the tags or keywords assigned to documents. In ILC, this kind of syntax can be implemented by separating classes with a blank space: mq k u "animals : genes : economies".
  	Categories 901-909, 9001-9009, etc. allow to express facets defined at other degrees of specificity: thus, mqvt9002 will mean not the place special facet of mqvt "mammals" but the special place facet of mq "animals" (that is, it will have the same meaning as mq92). Noughts ensure that the appropriate order is produced automatically, to list more generic meanings before more specific ones.
 	Category 6 combined with main classes of phenomena gives such adjectival properties as "conscious" or "artificial" as in the examples listed above. On the other hand, subcategories of 6 can be used conventionally for reversed meanings of the other categories: while 3 means "by agent", 63 inversely means "producing effect", etc.	
	Category 0 is used to express perspective relationships, that is, the phenomenon as considered in its relations with other phenomena. As usual, any pair of phenomena can be combined, so that m0k means "organisms under the perspective of genes" (like in the Selfish Gene theory) and m0u means "organisms under the perspective of economy". On the other hand, subcategories of 0 allow to express particular epistemological aspects of a subject, such as m07yte "organisms as studied in medicine". Subcategories of 00 in turn allow to shift to the documental dimension δ, like in "organisms as treated in handbooks", and so on. Dimensions and their articulation have been discussed in Part 1 of this study. 


6. Foci

	Ranganathan has called the different values that a facet can take foci. For example, the facet "season" can have "winter", "spring", "summer" or "autumn" as its focus.
 	In a phenomenon-based freely-faceted classification, a focus basically can be any other phenomenon taken from any part of the schedule. m3 "organisms, affected by agent" can be combined with anything that acts on organisms in some way, e.g. m3hsU "organisms, affected by the Moon", m3j "organisms, affected by weather", m3v "organisms, affected by technologies", etc. I have called this kind of foci "extra-defined foci (EDF)", that is foci whose meaning is defined in another place of the schedules (Gnoli 2006).
 	While such a system allows to take foci from everywere, there are cases where foci are typically taken from a particular part of the schedule. Category 32 "originating from", though possibly taking foci from unexpected points such as in "originating from (the milieu of) mining", will most usually have foci from jU "regions of the contemporary Earth", such as "originating from the Atlantic ocean" or "originating from Ireland". In order to avoid frequent repetition of such long notations as 32jUeb, a default class can be recorded in the schedule, which can be omitted in usual combinations:

 	32 [jU] "originating from motherland"
 	jUeb "Ireland"
 	32eb "originating from Ireland"

 	(In traditional classification systems, a similar situation occurs with "divide like" instructions, that is, "parallel divisions".) This device produces shorter notations. On the other hand, these are not fully expressive (a search for jUeb "Ireland" will not immediately retrieve this compound, unless a dedicated script is incorporated in the search system, looking for any [jU] implied foci in the schedules and reconstructing the complete notation). Thus, adopting shortened notations or not may still be an object of evaluation. If they are adopted, when it is necessary to express such unusual combinations as "originating from mining", the default value of the focus can be neutralized by prefixing V: thus "originating from mining" will be 32Vvd.
 	There also exist some concepts that are only meaningful inasmuch as foci within a certain facet. Hearts only exist as organs of organisms, not as independent phenomena, so their definition cannot be found anywere in the classification schedule except from the special facets of organisms: mq97ih "organisms, with heart". These I have called "context-defined foci (CDF)" (Gnoli 2006).
 	Usually, common facets will have EDF by their very nature. Among special facets, many facets that express the system composition, especially in categories 9 Kinds and 7 Parts, will have CDF, although category 8 will often have extra-defined foci, either general like in "documents about something", or special like in "bodies of some size" where focus values must be taken from the class of quantities an. Special facets expressing structure (6 to 4) may have either CDF or EDF, e.g. taken from general types of processes (increase, decrease, accelerated transformation...). Special facets expressing external environment (3 to 1) will usually take foci from external classes representing such environment, often with default shortenings such as with facets for places, countries or periods of time.
 	It is important to distinguish between all the different structural elements in a faceted classification – basic classes (a-z), indicators of the degree of definition of the facet (9-, 90-, 900- etc.), facet indicators reflecting fundamental categories, both common (0-9) and special (90-99), foci of different types (EDF, CDF), default expected foci, default neutralizers (V) – in order to represent them in the schedule database and exploit them correctly in dynamic search and display interfaces (Gnoli et al. 2011).


7. Conclusion

	Phenomenon-based classifications can implement facets just as disciplinary classifications do. In the former too, facets are an important way to specify the meaning of classes by adding attributes to them. The basic syntax works in similar ways in both kinds of system.
	However, some features of facets become different in phenomenon-based classification, as an effect of the fact that facets are not defined within the context of a given discipline anymore. Facets in phenomenon-based classifications must only be seen as ways to specify the features of a given system and its relationships with surrounding systems. Such facets as study conditions, methods or approach to a special class of phenomena have no sense in absence of a disciplinary context, and must rather be expressed by free combinations with perspectives – which can be called “facets” only in a broader sense.
	The freely-faceted approach makes any concept capable of being combined with any other, thus producing a more flexible and expressive system. The structure of such a KOS resembles more that of a verbal subject heading system like PRECIS than a traditional faceted classification of the kind or Colon or Bliss 2. With free facets, classification becomes a true language, where concepts can be combined creatively to express any statement.
	In order to complete the language-like functionalities of such a system, however, yet another  component has to be introduced, that is deixis (reference to actual phenomena, as opposed to abstract classes of them). Deixis will allow to change subject headings like "whales, affected by pollution" into statements like "these whales are (or are not) affected by pollution", thus expressing not just the theme but also the rheme of a document. All this has to be discussed in a further part of this study.
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